Sub : Police Department - Ministerial Establishment - Provisional Seniority list of Jr.supdts as on 01.01.2017 - Finalised - orders issued - reg

Ref : DGO No.1363/2017 dt 07/06/2017

The Provisional Seniority List of Junior Superintendents in Police Department as on 01.01.2017 was published vide reference cited and communicated to all Officers with direction to circulate the List among all concerned and to furnish Objections/Omissions, if any to Police Headquarters within 20 days. Accordingly, the following objections/complaints have been received from the Junior Superintendents concerned and disposed off by modifying/correcting the Seniority List after careful examination.

1) Sri. Justine Jose, Jr.Supdt, SAP Tvpm (Sl No.258) has requested for correction of the spelling of his name as Justin Jose. J. On verification of records, the Commandant SAP has recommended for the above corrections. As such his name has been corrected accordingly.

2) Smt. Sheeba S. Nair, Jr.Supdt, SAP Tvpm (Sl No. 231) has requested for correcting her Date of Retirement as 31/5/2028. After verifying the records, Commandant SAP has recommended for the above corrections and thus the provisional list is modified accordingly.

3) Sri. D.K. Suresh, Jr.Supdt, DPO KLM City (Sl No.152) has requested for correcting his initial as B.K. Suresh. On verification of records, the DPC KLM City has recommended for the above corrections and thus the list is modified accordingly.

4) Smt. Mayadevi, Jr.Supdt, DPO Kasthurabode (Sl No.134) has requested for correcting her Initial and date of retirement as P.M. Maya Devi and 30/1/2022. After verifying the records, DPC Kasthurabode has recommended for the above corrections and thus the provisional list has been modified accordingly.

5) Sri. Manoj, Jr Supdt, TSR Range (Sl No.254) requested for correcting his initial and date of retirement. After verifying the records, IGP TSR range has recommended for the above corrections and thus the provisional list is modified accordingly.

6) Sri. B. Sasisdharan, Jr.Supdt MSP MPM (Sl No.1) requested for correcting his initials as V. Sasisdharan. On verification the records it is found that his request is correct and hence necessary changes made accordingly.

7) Sri. P.V Sasi Kumar, Jr.Supdt KAP 4th Bn (Sl No.92) requested for correcting his initials as T.V. Sasi Kumar. On verification the records it is found that his request is correct and hence necessary changes made accordingly.

8) Sri. Suresh G Krishnan, Jr.Supdt PHQ has requested that he may kindly be placed
before his junior Sri.Manoj.P.B(SI No.254) since he has been granted notional promotion as Head Clerk wef 18/9/2014, i.e. the date of promotion of his junior Sri.P.B.Manoj. On verification the records it is found that his request is genuine and hence necessary changes are made accordingly.

In the above circumstances, the Provisional Seniority list of Junior Superintendents as on 1/1/2017, published vide DGO read above is hereby finalized with the modifications and corrections noted above (List attached). The list should be circulated among all concerned on proper acknowledgement.

S AANANTHAKRISHNAN IPS
Additional Director General of Police
For State Police Chief

To : Individual through Units Head
Copy To : All Officers in list'B'(Except SB CID Units)
          MGR/AO/SSs/JRs/all CAs for information.
          DGO file/DGO Register